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I - SHORT REPORT 021 THS H* 
L 

It has been known for a long tine from the study of the reaction 

K"d -» n" i*\p that a structure exists in the Zip missing mass specura near the 

S*n threshold {M = 2129 HeV). Some spectra from the main X"d experiments 
£ o 

are shown in Fig. 1. All these experiments yield a structure for which 

position and width are very similar. They are presented in Table 1 with the 

main experimental conditions. This was the experimental situation around 

1930. Such a signal, called H + (2130), needed new studies to clarify its 

nature as a "kinematical" or "dynamical" effect. Two new experiments then 

came cut both bringing confirmations cf such a structure. 

The first one [Ref. 7} performed at C2RN produced the strar.ge 

dibaryonic H* system in the reaction X'd -• rc~H*, and the line-reversed 

reaction n+d -* X* H* between 0.9 and 1.4 GeV/C. The two reactions were done 

at three different beam setting 1.4, 1.06 and 0.92 GeY/c for the {JTdî 

experiment and 1.4, 1.2 and 1.06 GeV/c for the (n;* d) experiment. The 

analysis of these data, on which we will come bacx la-=r lead -= a H", -h= 

characteristics of which are : 

(1) H = 2129.8 i 0 . 2 : 2 MeV/c2 and 

T.= 16.7 ± 1.9 t 2 SeV/c*. 

A typical spectrum for the %* d - K* X reaction is shewn ir. ?ig. 2. The 
dotted curve corresponds to the H* Breit Vijner rasonancs. 



The second new experiment was the ÀGî experiment 773 at 3.\'1 ;?.ef. 3. . 

This experiment studied the reaction .Td -• t "X 3t -370 Y.="fz incisent 

momentum for pion angles ranging from 9 to 27*. A large bump vas observed 

corresponding to the sua of two peaks, one located at 2129 MeV, the ether 

centered at 2139 MeV. We will not discuss here this second peak appearing 

as a shoulder in the main pea): centered at 2129 MeV ; one can only note 

that these two peaks were already present in the bubble chamber experiment 

performed by Tan et al. (3ef, 1). This second peak at 2133.3 i 0.7 MeV with 

f * 3.1 ± 2.4 MeV has been presented in S.ef. 8 as a good candidate for the 

Q 4 3 Q a six quark triplet state named D T predicted by Asrcs et al.fHef.?). 

The differential cross section for the peak centered at 2129 MeV follows 

the expected slope for a S state production. 

To sum up the present experimental situation a clear signal for a two 

baryon state (S = - 1) is observed in the Ap-invariant mass of these K~d cr 

IÏ * d reactions at 2.129 ± 0.03 GeV. The origine of this structure is 

unfortunately less clear : this is due to the fact that the opening of the 

S^n at 2.129 and 2'p at 2.131 GeV channels produce cusps at these invariant 

aasses. Thus a detailed analysis of the reaction has to be done to 

disentangle the kineaatical cusp effects from dynamical effects. Many 

studies have been done on this subject and a complete review up to 1930 car. 

he found in a report by Dalits (Kef. 10). 

Dosh and Stamatescu (Kef. 25) have calculated the conversion process 

Ttl -* AN in the X"d -• A?-nT reaction (Jig. 3, graph b) with also a nucléon 

exchange term (Jig. 3 graph aj. The YÎÎ -* Ao amplitudes are obtained by a 

X-aatrix formalism with a further constraint given by the measured cross 

sections of the processes ™ p -* An, TT? -* 2*n, 2~p -• 2Tp and 2*? -» Z*p. The 

results of this calculation are shown in Jig. 4a in comparison with the 

experimental results of Kef. 3 and Ret, 6. In Jig. 4b, the calculation has 

been performed with constant hyperon-nuclaon scattering amplitudes, showing 

that the agreement can only be achieved by introducing a structure into the 

hyperon-Duclecn scattering amplitudes. 

Hemming and Morris (ilef. 16) in an 0E2 model have calculated the :<"d 

-» Aprc cross sections for x~ in flight and at rest including the mass 

differences within the 2 and :* multiplets. There are six différant channels 
in the YN interaction for coupled 3 S and 2 0 . These amplitudes are 

calculated with both 3DI-1 and 321-2 potentials of Kef. 13. The best 

agreement with the data of Eaf. I and Sef. 3 is obtained with the 3DI-1 

potential which has a AN resonance just below the IN threshold. As shown ir. 

Jig. 5, Dalits and Deloff (?.ef. 17) have yialded the same agreement with 

the 2IRS-? potential of 3ef. 11, which also predicts a Ap resonance. 



Pigot st al. (Réf. 7) analysing their own C3RS results en both 

X"d -• r X and it* d -* X*X reactions following the prccedurs c: Dcsh et al. 

reach the same conclusion : if the triplet 731 scattering amplitude in. the 

conversion 2U -* AN process is taJsen constant the calculaticr. is not 

sufficient to fully account for the experimental data. It is particularly 

true for the rt~ d -» X* X reaction at 1.4-1.2 GeV/c. They introduce a a* 

dibaryon represented by a Breit-Vigner shape and obtained the mass and 

width mentioned above. Vith a resonance centered at 2130 SeV, they are able 

to reproduce the energy dependence of the production rate at ISO' c.m.s. 

for both reactions at the same tiae. 

XerbiJsov et al. (Réf. 13) have performed a ?-matrix analysis of the 

low energy Yîl interactions within the Jaffe-I-ow formalism (Ref. 14). 

Analysing the enhancement of the Ap invariant aass near the Z'n threshold 

they conclude that it should be identified as a ?-matrix partner of the 

deuteron. The pole lies at M , = (2.127 - i 0.00163) GeV and nay be 

called a III bound state and a Ap resonance. 3akxer et al. (Ref. 15} found 

in a two-channel approxiaation a similar result. 

Presently the result of all these investigations is that the 

amplitude of the reaction K "d -• AîW does have a pole close to che r*n 

threshold, the origin of which is in the YH interactions and then appearing 

in all the amplitudes of the reactions Yîl -* YM. The analysis of the data, 

aainly those of Ref. 1 and Ref. 3, favors the YS 3DI-1 and NR3-? potentials 

which both have a AH resonance just below the S*n threshold. 

II - THE p? -> K*X EXPERIMENT 

As discussed before, the use of different reactions or kinesatical 

conditions can help to clarify the nature of the H*. In this sense, the 

pp -* X* X reaction is a simple system in vhich tha hyperon-nucleon 

interaction can be studied through final state interaction ÏF3IÏ between 

the two baryons in the output channel, and thus any effect in the Y3 system 

can be observed. 

A z-? -» X*X experiment was performed at BJIL in 1563 (Ref. 23) which 

vas statistically accurate but suffered from a peer X* momentum rescl'-risa 

and bad absolute momentum determination. This experiment showed a strong 

?SI just above the Ap (2054 MeV) threshold in the Ap missing mass spectra 

taken at 9 s - 0 for two different incident proton energies (?3 = 2.35 and 

2.4 GeV).In these poor experimental conditions no enhancement was observed 

in the dibaryon aissing aass around the (2ÏÎ)* threshold. 



A new pp - X* X experiment has been performed it the 5a;-j.rn National 

laboratory(LHS) '•'l'h high resolution to study A? and ~r "31 in a large 

range of momentum transfer and missing aass . The experiment utilises the 

S?SS4 beaa line. The experimental set up has been given elsewhere 

Uef. 19). The SP3S4 bean line is a 32 aeter long spectrometer which 

allows the aoaeatua analysis of particle up to 4 -SeT/c ; the solid angle of 

the spectroaeter is ùSi * 2.5.10"* with momentum acceptance ûp/p = i 3.5 % 

and aoaentua resolution 10" 4. The protons and pions are partly rejected by 

leans of total reflection CerenJcov detectors. The discrimination between 

particles (protons, pions and kaons) is obtained by velocity measurements 

over a 16 meter flight path. 

Using aultidrift chambers, reconstruction of particle trajectories 

are done at the focal plane and a aissing mass spectrua is obtained. The 

results of this investigation include cross sections for X* emission at 

Ô = 0*, 5, 8, 10 and 12', X* for protons of 2.3 GeV. The d * 5, 3, 13 and 
S ' A ' 

12" aissing mass spectra are shown in Fig. 5. The error bars are only 

statistical. The spatial resolution in the dispersive plane is of the order 

of 0.5 aa, leading to a momentum resolution for the retracing of about 

0.25 HeV/c. at 1200 MeV/c. The energy losses in the target and in the 

scintillators at the interaediate focal plane and the aultiple scattering 

yields an energy straggling of 1.5 MeV (?yEM). This has been checked on 
l2C(?,p') low level excitations. The presented aissing aass spectra, 

shown, are the result of a convolution of the data by 2.5 XeV bins. 

The three spectra for 3 =8', 10", 12* shewing the saae shape and 

absolute cross sections have been added and are shown in Fig- 7 . The 

dashed curve represents the 3-body phase spaces (3-a?S) of the reactions 

(1), {2) and (3). The error bars are only statistical. The energy bin width 

is 1.5 MeV corresponding to the experimental resolution. One observes two 

different ragions as conpared to the 3-BrS : 

- the Ap aass region where the 3-3PS is strongly distorted by the A-p 

FSI. The full line in figura 7 shows preliainary calculations cf 

the pp -* X* Ap differencial cross section at zero degreâ within 

the one kaon exchange mechanism based upon an elder werk cr. pion 

production off nuclei (7.af. 25), The Ap ?S1 was para^-strizsd in 

the s-wave by a separable potentiel with parameters adjusted to a 

scattering length a and an effective range r identical for "he 

singlet and triplet s-state îi = - 1.3 fa, r = 3.42 fa). 

- the (Z31 * aass region where a structure peaked around 2130 MeV 

appears at the threshold. This structure is shown a: the bottom cf 



figure 7 as a result of the subtraction of the î 5?S iron the 

data. It is the first tine that such a structura is cbserv-d :r. a 

?p -» X*' reaction. 

Its position and width can be deduced from a 3reit Vigner shape 

fit. The result is : V * 2131 ±1.5 ï!eV and P = 3 - 1 Xs7. The 

integrated cross section for its production in. this pp -» K*X 

experiment at S * 2.3 GeV and for 8 - 10 ± 2' is of the order of 
500 nh/sr. This production rate is comparable to the one found in 

th n*d -• X*H+ reaction and one order of magnitude smaller than in 

the X"d -» tTH* reaction studied in the experiaent of Sef. 7. This 

production rate is closely related to the momentum transfer which 

is low in the U,n) experiment but rather high in the(*,K) and 

(p,X+l experiments. 

In order to separata the different contributions that could 

participate in the formation of this structure a calculation of the 

mechanise of the reaction has to be performed. In the basic meson 

production process traditionally a meson exchange model is employed and 

fair agreement with experiments has been achieved in the case of pion 

production where extensive data car. be found. In the case of kaon 

production early calculations done in the I960's (3ef, 27) shewed that the 

Jcaon exchange mechanisa dominates the pp -* :<* Ap. The skeleton of this 

mechanism is shown in Fig. 3 graph a. The dominance of tha K* exchange term 

over the it* exchange term (Fig. 3, graph b) can be simply understood if a 

comparison between the products G t x c{S*p -* K*p) and 3 x c{~'? 

-* AK* J is done. The two coupling constants GMHit/;'"4ic = 3.3 and EHOV/i* = 4 

are near the same but c(K*p -« X*p) (= 10 mbl dominates over c(s*p-» AK*} 

« 1 mb) by a factor of ten in the Jcaon momentum range 

0.1 < pK < 1 GeV/c. The ÏH final state interaction (FSI) leads to triangle 

diagrams c) and d) of Fig. 8 respectively in K*and 1* meson exchange, where 

Y is either the-S or A hyperon. An interesting point is that in graph c, 

the coupling constant •$ -» Yx is needed, its value beeing - 1.07 for 

S/3C and 0.2S for :tîj (?.ef. 11) : in the case of K meson exchange a A is 

mainly produced and the FSI is predominantly a Ap -* Ap process. This 

dynamical situation is very different in the case of the 5~d -» A?X* reaction 

where the triangle C?3 diagram (Fig. 2) is dominated by ~;i -• All conversion 

term. Moreover, the lower part of the H* (2130) is not perturbated by the 

Fermi momentum distribution of the nucléons in the deuterium as in tha 

d(X,?t) or d(it,X) experiments. The Ap -+ Ap cross section has been calculated 

by lïagels et al. (Réf. 11) in a general baryon-haryen description in terms 

of one-boson-exchange potentials where SU(3) relations are assused for the 

coupling of the different mesons. The result of this calculation for the Ap 

elastic cross sections is shown in Tig. 9 for two different potentials 



:1XS-D and NRS-F. The tfRS-F is constrain: by more physical injurs and is 

theoretically improved compared to the NR5-D one. The NR5-? potential leads 

to a pole in the 3S, amplitude which can be related to the deucercn pole in 

the 35 NIT amplitude. The real part of the pole position is 0.33 MeV above 

the Z*p threshold energy. As one can see in the figure, the elastic 

experimental data are very scarce in the vicinity of the (IN}* thresholds 

and cannot help to make a choice between the two potentials. \ complete 
calculation of graphs a) and c) of Tig. 3 are in progress {Ref. 24). 

To conclude, as mentioned by Dalitz {Ref. 10) the difficulty to 

explain this cusp effect is related to the large S'J(2) breaking. This is 

clearly shown Cor instance in the baryon-baryon potential studies performed 

by Hagels et al. (Réf. 11) where following a OBS model, the physical meson 

and baryon masses are used in local potentials due to exchange of members 

of the pseudoscalar, vector and scalar-meson monets. This analysis leads to 

the prediction of a pole in the 3S Y3T amplitude near the SÏI threshold : 

the strong cusp observed in the S = - 1 channel should correspond to the 

S = 0 deuteron. This does not allow to conclude that there is a Ajf 

resonance. The more recent and more complete potentiel (JIRS-F) from ITagels 

et ai. predicts such a resonance. Its existence of course strongly depends 

on the pole position. The only way to go further is to get more AN 

scattering data. The Ap -* Ap data are very scarce in the vicinity of the 

ZN threshold. The pp •* K*X experiment provides a good mean to get these 

informations. This kind of reaction involves large momentum transfer but 

yields production rate of the same order than in the d(it,X) reaction. The 

different icinenaticai conditions in the incoming channel C< meson exchange 

dominance, no deuteron Fermi momentum) should suppress the 

Z3J -• AN conversion process and help to disentangle the kinematical from the 

dynamical effects. A detailed analysis of the process is needed and is in 

progress. From a pure experimental point of view, more exclusive pp •* X'X 

experiments such as pp -* X*Ap and pp - K*Z*n reactions have to be studied. 

Transfer polarisation to the hyperon can also be studied in polarized 

proton scattering. All these experiments car. be done at LWS where a 

strangeness production program is scheduled. 
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Figure caption 

Fig. 1 : Hissing mass spectra obtained in different K~d -• Apf 

experiments {Ref. 1-6) 

Fig. 2 : Kissing mass spectrum of the reaction it*d -+ K*X at 1.4 GeV/c. 

The dotted curve is for the H* contribution. M is the 

multiplicity cut {from Ref. 7} 

Fig. 3 : Skeleton diagrams for the reaction K~d -• it~Ap taken into 

account in the calculation of Set. 25 

Fig. 4 : Calculated missing mass spectra in the reaction K"d -• iTAp in 

comparison with the data of Ref. 3 and 6 {respectv/aly up and 

down figures) 

Fig, -la : Set (I) of K-macrix elements 

Fig. 4b : constant hyperon-nucleon amplitudes (from Réf. 25î 

Fig. 5 : Result of the calculation of Dalitz and Deloff with two 

different hyperon nucléon potentials (IIRS-F : Réf. Il, BDÏ-1 : 

Réf. la) in comparison of the at rest X~d -» Apit" data of Haï. 1 

(from Ref. 17) 

Fig. 6 : The yas missing mass spectra of the reaction op -* X*X at 3 = 2.3 GOV, 

for e s = 6, 8, 10 and 12*. 

Fig. 7 : The summed aissing mass spectrum between 3 and 12* from Fig. 6. 

The data in the lower part of the figure are the result of the 

subtraction of the 3 5?S to the experimental data in the (IN) 

aissing mass region. The full line in the Ap mass region is the 

calculation of the Ap FSI in the impulse approximation from 

Ref. 26 

?iq. 2 : Diagrams for the pp -» :<*x reaction in 

Fig. 3a and b : respectively X-meson and^-neson exchange 

without baryon baryon rescattering 

Fig. 3c and z : Raspactively X-sascr. and r.-?.±szi exrjiangs vi-b. Y-:i F;Z 

TA3L£ I 

Experimental observations of the 3*12130) till 1530. 
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